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Overview of System 

The Games Management System (GMS) provides an integrated suite of Event Management 
Facilities including accreditation, entries, rate card, volunteer recruitment and rosters. 

Database Selection & System Login 

When you launch the system you will be asked what site you wish to login, this can be used to 
facilitate multiple databases for either a live and training system or to manage multiple events. 
 

               
 
Once the site has been selected you will be asked to login using the user name and password 
provided to you by your system administrator.  Note that the password is case insensitive. 

System Menu 

The system menu provides access to all the primary functions of the system: 

 

Add Organisation 

Add a new organisation to the 
system 

Add Contact  

Add a new contact to the system 
that is not linked to an organisation. 

Search Engine 

Feature to search the database and 
return selected Contacts or 
Organisations. 

Volunteer Console 

Facilities to configure volunteer 
requirements, send interview, 
appointment and roster letters. 

Accreditation Console 

Process applications, print passes 
and chase contacts for data. 
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Batch Approvals 

Batch process for Approving & Rejecting applications. 

Batch Photo Check 

Batch process for checking, editing and approving pass photos. 

Send Visa Data/Letters 

For international events this facility allows the user to generate letters of invitation for Visa 
applications. 

Print Day Passes 

This provides a quick method of printing generic or personalized day passes with access rights.  
Also provides function to print generic upgrade passes. 

Quick Add Contact 

This is a cut down version of Add Contact that also automates the approval and printing of an 
accreditation pass into one seamless process. 

Sales Invoicing 

Facility to generate and print or email invoices to individuals and organisations that have 
purchased Rate Card items. 

System Admin 

Various administration functions such as lookup lists, users & rights, categories & roles etc. 

Switch Event 

This provides the facility to switch between event databases without logging out of the system. 
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Add Organisation 

This provides a quick method of adding an Organisation to the database. 
 

 
 
The majority of the fields require no explanation, the exception being the following: 
 

Max Accreditations When the ORS module is being used this limits the number of live 
accreditation applications that can be submitted by this organisation 

ORS Email address This is the email address that the ORS will use when sending any 
automated emails to this organisation 
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Add Contact 

This facility allows the user to search for an existing contact first and if no matches are found then 
a new contact can be created.  Note that contacts created in this way will not be linked to an 
organisation in the system. 
 
This facility consists of a series of screens.  The first screen provides the search facility and a 
button to create a new contact if no matches are found. 
 

 
 
If no matches are found and then the first step is to select the Category of Individual being added, 
this will determine the fields enabled on subsequent screens in this wizard. 
 

 
 
The next four screens capture data relevant to the category of contact that you are adding. 
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The Record Control field determines whether this record once created will be editable either via the 
GMS Online system or via the back office GMS Admin system. 
 
The Find Integra Match button allows users of the Integra CRM system to import contacts from this 
database and create a link between the two databases.  See Integra Integration below for further 
details of this feature. 
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The fields that require may require some explanation are: 
 

Accompanying Who This is used for VIP guests so that a VIP guest can be associated with 
their sponsoring VIP. 

Category, Role & Sub 
Role 

There is a three-tier hierarchy of contact categorization within the 
system.  All contacts must have a Category and a Role and a Sub 
Role is optional and is usually only configured for Volunteers 

Main Contact The system has a facility to track who is the main contact of an 
organisation based on the contacts that are linked to that 
organisation.  This system has been superseded by the facility to link 
record the admin contact directly against the Organisation record but 
may have some uses for an event. 

Volunteer Partner Info These fields are used to record details of the person with whom this 
volunteer wants to be partnered with in their volunteer role and shifts. 
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Search Engine 

To access the organisation or contacts in the system, first you must specify a set of search criteria.  
First select what type of search you want to carry out – Contacts or Organisations and then select 
the field(s) that you wish to search on and enter your criteria 
 

 
 
Note that for text fields the * wildcard character can be used to broaden the search criteria. 
 
Up to five lines of criteria can be entered using this criteria builder.  Alternatively users can switch 
to the Use SQL view where standard SQL statements can be written to create more complex 
queries. 
 

 
 
If you enter criteria into the builder and then click the Use SQL button the criteria entered will be 
converted into an SQL statement.  Once in this facility you can amend this SQL or simply save the 
query for later use – this is useful if you have built a complex query or have a query that you use 
regularly. 
 
When saving a query you simply supply a name and a description: 
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And then to open just select the query from the list and click Open 
 

 
 
Once you have entered your criteria you can select one of the following options: 
 

 Reports 

 Batch Mail 

 View 

Reports 

The reports menu opens when you select reports.  Select the report that you require and you will 
see a fuller description of the report and you can at this point override the default report title by 
typing a new title in the “Report Title” field. 
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Click Print to view the report on screen. 

Once the report is opened you can use the  toolbar menu to close, print, email 
or export the data to a file. 
 
The final option is to export the data rather than create a report, this creates an Excel spreadsheet 
of the data selected. 

Batch Mail 

This selection opens the Batch Mail facility that facilitates printing labels, creating a mail merge 
output data file or emailing direct to the individuals selected. 
 

 
 
Select the contacts that you wish to process and select the action from email, export or print labels.  
You can also click view at this point to view the contacts first. 
 
If you click Email you will open the create email screen which provides a facility to create a mail 
merged email with HTML or plain text message.  Options are available to send via Outlook or 
direct via your email server (recommended). 
 
Two types of attachments are possible – standard document attachments and reports from within 
the system.  The reports that are attached are tailored to the Individual or Organisation to which 
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the email is being sent.  So, for example, if you selected all Teams to send an email to you could 
attach an Entries report that would list just the entries for that organisation in the attachment that 
they received. 
 
Note that all emails sent via this method are logged as an action against the contact selected. 
 

 

Viewing Contacts 

If you click View the main details screen is opened which has several tabs that are enabled or 
disabled depending on user rights and the category of the contact. 
 
Any missing data fields are highlighted using a yellow background or border. 
 
The first tab holds general contact information and information related to the category, status, and 
nationality of the contact record. 
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This other details tab contains all other generic information such as address details, uniform sizing, 
hotel requests and allocations, arrival and departure information and accessibility details.   
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This Accreditation tab allows the user to refine the accreditation rights granted to an individual, 
adjust other benefits (eg Polo Shirts, Car Park Pass etc) and to approve contacts for accreditation 
dependant upon the approvals required for the category and the user rights of the user logged in. 
 

 
 
Accreditation applications can be rejected giving a reason for the rejection.  Letters or Emails can 
then be sent to these Contacts via the Accreditation Console. 
 
The Action Log provides a central store for all correspondence with this contact and also records 
automatic process such as sending letters, printing passes etc. 
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Availability & Shifts is used to manage the availability and shifts assigned to a Volunteer. 
 

 
 
Volunteer Info is simply more details regarding the Volunteer such as skills, experience, referee 
details etc. 
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Volunteer Tracking is used to manage the recruitment process for Volunteer Staff such as 
Interview Dates, Decision Letters sent, Training Date and Venue assigned etc.  This screen links 
with the Volunteer Console that automates much of the process of communicating with Volunteers 
regarding these processes. 
 

 
 
Athlete information includes their biographical data and event entries. 
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The Rate Card tab is used to manage bookings and payments for Rate Card items. 
 

 
 
The Media Info tab is used to record specific details regarding Media Applicants. 
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The Attributes tab facilitates the recording of any other details regarding the contact.  The Attribute 
Types and Attributes are created in the System Administration module and these are then 
available to add against a contact together with details text. 
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Clicking the Add or Edit buttons will bring up the following screen which allows an existing attribute 
to be amended or a new attribute to be created. 
 

 
 
The buttons at the bottom of the screen provide a range of functions: 
 

 
 

Withdraw/Activate Used to Withdraw an active contact or Reactivate a withdrawn contact 

Print pass Used to reprint a pass – only active for approved contacts 

 
Email the contact from with GMS 

Reports Opens the reports listing screen 

Log Used to log an activity or correspondence 

 

Undo Undoes the last actions before the record is saved 

Browse Opens the browse form allowing a quick method of finding a contact record. 
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This dialogue can be resized and moved.  Clicking once on a record displays the 
record in the underlying Contacts form and double clicking moves to the record 
and closes the browse dialogue. 

Back Jumps back to the previous form that you were on 

Quick Opens the quick search dialogue that is used to search using the ID number or 
name of the record 

 

Search Jumps to the Search Engine screen 

Menu Jumps to the Main Menu 
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Viewing Organisations 

There are 5 tabs to the organisation view, the first being the General Details that displays the 
organisation name, admin contact, country and ORS login details. 
 

 
 
The Contacts and Entries screen lists all contacts linked to this organisation along with a 
breakdown of numbers per role of these linked contacts and details of Pre & Provisional Entry 
information. 
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The action log has the same functionality as that described above linked to Contacts. 

 

 
 
Event entries lists all the actual event entries for the team and the linked contacts. 
 

 
 
The finance tab provides facilities to monitor and record payments for over quotas of team officials 
and for repayments of Visa fees.  The over quota fees calculation is based upon a system 
configuration and the Visa fees are based upon the fees recorded against any linked contacts that 
have not had their fees refunded directly (and recorded against their record). 
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The buttons have the same functionality as for the Contacts screen except for the Change Status 
button that is used to control the changing of the status of the Organisation. 
 

 

Volunteer Console 

This console brings together all the function required to manage the volunteer recruitment and shift 
rostering processes.  There are four tabs that provide access to the various functions of this 
console. 

Process Volunteers 

There are four processes.  First click on the process that you require and then set any filters that 
are required to reduce the list of volunteers available to be processed. 
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Edit Email Text 

This second tab is used to configure the standard text that is sent for each of the f processes 
described above.  Simply select the process from the list and edit the email.  Mail merge fields can 
be added to the text of the email by double clicking the required field in the list to the right of the 
text editor. 
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Shift Status Summary 

This facility provides on screen summaries of the recruitment status for the selected role. 
 

 

Configuration 

This final screen provides the facilities to configure the volunteer system in terms of the availability 
periods to be recorded (as per the form that is typically sent out to recruit volunteers) and the shifts 
that are required and the number of people per shift.  Note that the shifts are configured at the Sub 
Role level in the categorization hierarchy. 
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Hovering over the buttons will display a short description of the button’s function. 

Recruitment & Rostering Workflow 

The workflow for appointing volunteers is detailed in the table below: 
 

# Step Form Notes 

1 Record Created Add Contact  

2 Interview Details Set Contact Optional step 

3 Interview Letter Sent Volunteer 
Console 

If step 2 is being used then the system will list just those 
that have an interview assigned, otherwise it will list all 
Volunteers that have not had an Interview letter sent 

This action ticks the “Interview Letter Sent” field in 
Contacts 

4 Interview Outcome Contact Set Interview Outcome to Approve or Reject 

5 Role Offered Contact Insert details of Role Offered against each volunteer to 
be used in the offer letter 

6 Send Approval Letter Volunteer 
Console 

The system lists all volunteers with an Interview 
Outcome = Approved and has a Role Offered and has 
not had a “Decision Letter” sent 

This action ticks the “Decision Letter” field in Contacts 

7 Send Reject Letter Volunteer 
Console 

The system lists all volunteers with an Interview 
Outcome = Reject and has not had a “Decision Letter” 
sent 
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This action ticks the “Decision Letter” field in Contacts 

8 Acceptance Contact Tick the “Role Accepted” field in Contacts or Withdraw 
the Contact if they decide not to proceed. 

Set the Accreditation Role and Sub Role 

Grant Accreditation Approvals 

Allocate Shifts 

9 Allocate Rosters Contact Allocate Shifts to the volunteer 

10 Roster Letters Volunteer 
Console 

Lists all volunteers with Shifts Assigned and Roster Sent 
not ticked. 

Note that to send an updated Roster simply un tick the 
Roster Sent field and they will appear in the Volunteer 
Console again for a Roster Letter 
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Accreditation Console 

This console brings together all the functions required to manage the accreditation application 
processing.  There are three tabs that provide access to the various functions of this console. 

Process Applications 

This works in a similar manner to the Volunteer Console described above.  The five processes are 
 

 
 

Incomplete data 
Reminders 

Lists all contacts who have a status of Data Incomplete.  This can be used to 
send reminders to these individuals or create a list to send to a third party to 
chase for the information. 

Pending Approval Lists all contacts who have a status of Pending Approval and have not had the 
appropriate approvals registered on their record.  This can be used to find and 
view these Contacts or to send a list to a third party to seek approval. 
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Send Approval 
Letters 

Lists all contacts who have a status of Pending Approval and do have the 
appropriate approvals registered on their record 

 

This facility allows the Contacts to be send a formal notification that their 
application has been approved or to ‘Blind Approve’ which sets their status to 
Approved without sending a notification. 

Send Reject 
Letters 

Lists all contacts that have had their accreditation application rejected 

 

Pass Printing Lists all contacts that have a status of Approved and who have not had their 
pass printed which facilitates bulk printing of passes. 

Send Org Passwords 

All Organisations are created in the GMS and will not be able to logon to the ORS until they are 
advised of their user name and password.  This facility provides a simple means of communicating 
passwords to organisation admin contacts. 
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Edit Email Text 

This is very similar to the facility within the Volunteer Console except that the letter text can be 
tailored to each Contact Category and attachment scan be added to the email that is sent. 
 
In addition you can set a BCC email address to receive copies of the emails that are sent, if you 
wish that more than one email address receives the BCC email then add these with a semi colon 
separator. 
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Batch Approval Processing 

This facility is an alternative and faster method of approving and rejecting accreditation 
applications. 
 
The interface displays all the approvals that the logged in user is authorized to grant and by default 
selects the first approval in the list and displays all the contacts pending that approval.  To view 
another approval list select the approval from the “Select Approval” list. 
 
The list of applicants can be filtered by Category, Role and Organisation.   
 
The list displayed can be exported to Excel, viewed in a report and the selected contact can be 
viewed in more detail in the Contacts view if the details displayed in the right hand panel are not 
sufficient to make a decision of whether to approve or reject the application. 
 
Two actions are available, Approve and Reject – simply select the contact, review the details and 
click the appropriate button. 
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Batch Approve Pass Photos 

In many cases the photos uploaded are badly formatted, eg oriented incorrectly, full body photo 
etc.  In these cases it is relatively easy to use the image editor installed on the host PC to edit the 
photo. 
 

 
 
The screen allows you to view 10 photos on one page and if all are OK just click the “Tick All” 
button and navigate to the next page. 
 
If an image needs editing click the edit button next to the image and this will load the image into 
the default image editor on your host computer.  Edit the image (crop, resize, rotate etc) and then 
save it, the edited image will appear in the second frame alongside the original image, if you are 
happy with this image then click Update to save the image.  This update also ticks the Photo OK 
tick field. 
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Send Visa Letters 

This console facilitates sending Visa invite letters to all contacts that require such a letter.  The 
determination of whether a contact requires a letter is based upon the Passport Country recorded 
for the individual and whether individuals from that country are considered Visa Nationals or Non 
Visa Nationals.   Note that letters are only generated for Contacts on a status of Approved. 

Process Applications 

The interface lists all Organisations that have linked contacts that meet the above criteria and then 
the number unattached individuals are detailed below this organisation list.  Letters can be 
generated for either a selected Organisation or for all unattached individuals. 
 

  

Process Applications 

This facility is identical to the edit letter facility in the Volunteer Console. 

Day & Upgrade Passes 

This is a simple utility to print Day Passes and Upgrade Passes.  The passes can be customized to 
allow the access rights and privileges required and in the case of Day Passes can include a 
persons name, position and organisation. 
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Quick Add Contact 

As stated above this is a cut down version of Add Contact that also automates the approval and 
printing of an accreditation pass into one seamless process.  When Finish is clicked so long as all 
the key data has been entered and a photograph uploaded the system will ask if yu if you wish to 
print the pass: 
 

 
 
And if you click yes, you will then be asked if the pass has been collected: 
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So, this system sets the contact to a status of Approved and provides the option of ticking both the 
Printed and Collected flags for the record. 
 

Sales Invoicing 

The first tabs in this feature allows for processing pending sales to generate invoices to individuals 
and organisations. 
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The second tab provides functionality to delete invoices, reprocess invoices and to view, print & 
email invoices. 

 

 
 
The third tab is the familir facility to edit text of the automated emails 
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System Administration 

This is the central console for setting up and configuring the database and consists of 6 tabs: 
 

 System Security 

 Lookup Lists 

 Categories & Roles 

 Rate Card Items 

 Attributes 

 Database Settings 

 GMS Portal Text 

 DeDupe Settings 

System Security 

This tab provides facilities to setup which objects in the system have security applied, the groups 
that have rights to these objects and the users that are in each group. 
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Adding or editing a user is a simple process with the fields needing little explanation.  The user 
rights are listed in two lists – one for those selected for this user and the other those that have not 
yet been selected. 
 
The Guest User tick field if ticked means that this user will only have read only access and this 
overrides any rights that are granted via the group memberships allocated. 
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The second part of this tab is setting up the objects in the system that you wish to place security 
on.  This can be pretty much any field, tab or button on any form in the system. 
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First select the form, then the Object and give the item a name and select which users can access 
this object. 

Lookup Lists 

Simply select a list from the drop down selection and then edit or add items – you cannot delete 
from these lists. 
 

 
 
If your have edited any lookup lists then when you close the System Admin screen you will be 
asked the following question: 
 

 
 
When you amend the lookup list you are amending the master list that is held in the central 
database but when the application loads it copies the current lookup list to the local PC.  This 
simply informs you that you (and other users) will need to refresh their lists to see the changes. 

Categories & Roles 

There are two sections to this screen, one for Categories and the second for Roles.  Note that 
roles are linked to Categories and therefore the Category must be setup before an associated  
Role can be created. 
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Category editing is the more complex of the two facilities, the screen below shows the Add/Edit 
Category form. 
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Organisation 
Category 

Determines if this Category is available to be assigned to an Organisation 

Volunteer 
Category 

Determines if this category is considered a volunteer role and is then 
administered within the Volunteer Console 

Online 
Registration 

Determines if this category is available for selection as a category when 
creating an online application via GMS Online 

Display Country 
Code 

If selected the three letter country code will be printed on the Accreditation 
Pass 

Display Rights 
Explanation 

If selected the details of the rights allocated to the individual will be printed on 
the reverse of the pass 

Pass Category 
Banner Colour 

Determines the background colour of the Category band at the op of the 
Accreditation Pass 
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Pass Layout By selecting a line and clicking the edit button next to the list of fields will 
display the following form that allows you to control how the pass will look like 
for this Category. 

 

Data Settings This section controls the display and requirements to complete certain 
complex data related to applications 

Field Settings This determines if fields are Displayed and/or Required to be completed 

 

 
 
The second tab is used to edit the header and footer text for the GMS Online pages and the Terms 
& Conditions, Code of Conduct and Data Protection statements displayed online. 
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The third tab provides a range of settings for how the Category behaves via the Online user 
interface.  This includes what other fields are displayed, if they are required or optional etc. 
 
Editing the Roles is a bit simpler. 
 

Default Pass 
Setup 

The Pass Colour determines the default colour of the band at the bottom of the 
pass and the list of rights determines the default letters that appear for the 
Role. 

Default Benefits Determines which benefits are given to a contact of this role by default when 
the role is assigned or changed. 

Competitor Role This is used by the system to calculate the Team Official to Athlete quotas and 
is also used in some statistical reports. 

Vol Interest Role If this is ticked then this role will appear on the list of possible roles a volunteer 
can select when applying to attend the event.  Note this only has an effect for 
roles linked to a Volunteer Category. 

Sub Roles As many sub Roles as required can be added to a Role.  These are used for 
Volunteer Rostering but can also be used to further sub divide and Role. 
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The optional Sub Roles rights are also editable via this second form: 
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Rate Card Items 

This provides the facility to add and amend Rate Card items for the Media. 
 

 
 
To Edit or Delete an item select the item from the list and click the appropriate button. 
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Attributes 

This tab provides the facility to create, edit and delete attributes that can be assigned to a Contact 
record. 

 

  
 
Clicking the Add or Edit buttons will bring up the Attribute Type management screen. 
 

Default Attachment 
Path 

When browsing for attachments for emails, this is the starting directory that 
appears in the find file dialogue box 

Temporary File Path Used by the system to create temporary report files.  Often set to the 
network home directory drive mapping of users 

Client Logo Logo that appears on the Main Menu.  Needs to be a jpg or bmp file. 

Mail Server SMTP mail server for sending outgoing emails direct from the GMS 
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Use ESMTP If your server requires authentication other than by virtue of you being 
logged onto the computer that you are using (this will usually be the case on 
a work network) 

ESMTP Username SMTP User name for authentication 

ESMTP Password SMTP password for authentication 

 

Database Settings 

This tab gives access to the settings relating to the current Event Database. 
 

 
 

Export GMS Online 
Configuration 

This creates a series of XML files to upload the configuration details to the 
GMS Online system. 

Print ACR Matrix Prints a report that detail the setup of Categories & Roles 
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Assign Default Role 
Rights 

Typically at an event you will add Contacts to the system and assign them 
Roles before you have completed the configuration of the Accreditation 
Pass Rights for the Roles.  This button will set all Contacts to the default 
rights as determined by their Role.  This would normally be done once the 
matrix is confirmed and you can then make any specific changes to 
individual contact accreditation rights before the passes are printed.  

Assign Default Role 
Benefits 

This is the same as the Assign Default Role Rights for Benefit Items.  

Event Display Name Name of event displayed in list of events to select from 

Event Report Title Text that appears at the top of database generated reports 

Import Pending 
Folder 

Location for synchronisation files downloaded from the GMS Online System 

Import Done Folder Location for synchronisation files downloaded from the GMS Online System 
that have been processed 

Export Folder Location for synchronisation files exported from the GMS Admin system 
ready to be uploaded to the GMS Online System 

Photo Images 
Folder 

Location for the pass image photos captured 

GMS Online URL URL of the GMS Online.  This setting is used by the system to open the 
GMS Online when synchronizing or viewing a contact or organisation record 
online. 

Accred From Email This enables a standard email address to be set for all emails sent from the 
Accreditation Console and GMS Online 

Vols From Email This enables a standard email address to be set for all emails sent from the 
Volunteer Console 

Allow Single TO 
Email … 

If ticked then users will be able to send an email to multiple contacts with all 
the email addresses in the To field so that all contacts will see the email 
addresses of all other contacts that receive this email – NOT 
recommended. 

Allow Multiple 
Volunteer Shifts per 
Day 

If unticked the Volunteer Rostering system will NOT allow a volunteer to be 
assigned more than one shift on any given day. 

Use Formal 
Salutation Format 

When adding a new contact the GMS will automatically create the salutation 
and by default this uses the first name.  If a formal Title & Surname format 
is required tick this option. 

Skip Sending 
Accreditation Letters 

This option disables the sending of approval and reject letters in the 
accreditation console and approved applications move directly into the Print 
Pass queue. 

Integra Integration If your organisation uses the Integra CRM database then the details of the 
Server, Database and linking attribute can be entered here to enable the 
linking of Contacts between the two databases. 

GMS Portal Text 

The text on each page of the GMS Online system can be configured in this section.  Once 
configured you will need to export and upload the configuration settings to the GMS Online. 
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DeDupe Settings 

Options provided to set the DeDuplication settings for individuals self-registering and for 
organisations adding members to the group. 
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Exit System 

This button is self-explanatory!  Users are encouraged to use this button rather than clicking the  
in the top right hand corner of the application window. 


